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Total marks — 70

SECTION 1 — 30 marks

Attempt ALL questions.

SECTION 2 — 40 marks

Attempt ALL questions.

Write your answers clearly in the answer booklet provided. In the answer booklet, you must 
clearly identify the question number you are attempting.

Use blue or black ink.

It is recommended that you spend 15 minutes reading over the information provided in 
SECTION 1 before responding to the questions.

Before leaving the examination room you must give your answer booklet to the Invigilator; if 
you do not, you may lose all the marks for this paper.
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Page two

SECTION 1 — 30 marks

Read ALL the following information and attempt ALL the questions that follow.

The Never Ending Evolution of Elysium Luxury Stores

A huge range of luxury brands, designer clothing and 
expensive homeware offered for sale in an upmarket 
environment doesn’t seem to be enough to tempt 
customers to part with their cash at Elysium Luxury 
Stores these days. Roland Martin the Chief Executive 
of Elysium was forced to admit to shareholders that 
the brand’s sales performance was simply not good 
enough at their recent Annual General Meeting (AGM).  
Many shareholders expressed their anger at the time it 
was taking to revive the internationally renowned luxury chain.  Clothing and homeware 
were singled out as the worst performers despite a recent diversification of the brands on 
offer to customers.

Elysium reported its 8th consecutive drop in quarterly sales of merchandise, with trading 
hit by problems after the launch of its new website and online ordering system. Mr Martin 
admitted that issues with Elysium’s revamped website had “a significant impact on sales” 
with online purchases down 5% in the latest quarter. He was, however, keen to also 
attribute this to a general downturn in consumer spending habits on luxury goods.

One shareholder said: “This must be the slowest turnaround in history.”  Another said 
Elysium had forgotten how to produce and stock goods “that appeal to the target market”.

The new website was supposed to transform the business but has faced problems since its 
launch.   All four million customers registered on the old site were forced to re-register 
and there have been reports of problems with ordering. One of the unique services offered 
as part of the online experience was a guarantee of next day delivery for orders placed 
prior to 3pm the day before. This even applied to stock held outwith the UK and many 
analysts had questioned the wisdom of making such a promise to high value customers.

Customers reported that the new website was 
difficult to use and orders were not arriving the 
next day as promised.  One head of a digital 
retailing organisation stated that if you need more 
than three clicks to find anything, you are likely to 
lose the customer. Not being able to deliver on 
time merely added to customers’ frustrations.

Problems with online sales contributed to a 
significant fall in like-for-like sales of general 
merchandise over a quarterly period.  However the 
fall was offset by continued growth in Elysium’s 
premium brands which increased by 2%.  

The retailer said sales of fashion clothing increased during the quarter but like-for-like 
clothing sales overall were down by 1.3%.  Mr Martin said: “We have enjoyed a continued 
improvement in clothing sales, although as we feared the problems of the new Elysium.
com site has had an impact on sales.   “We are pleased that the premium fashion clothing 
business has continued to grow, helped by full price sales, in line with our increased focus 
on margins.
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Page three

“Our premium brands business had another great quarter, continuing to outperform the 
market, through our focus on quality and new products creating differentiation from our 
competitors.”  Brian Wilson, a senior retail analyst said: “The latest update from Elysium 
tells an old tale: that the strategy on high value goods will deliver results if only it is given 
more time and the right support for these big spend customers.”

George Green, a finance analyst, said: “Against a backdrop of low expectation, Elysium 
appears to have offered some hope for future growth.”  For now, Elysium remains a work 
in progress.  The group’s offering continues to be developed, premium goods sales are 
expanding, bolstered by the roll-out of new franchised brand stores, whilst the strength of 
the group’s brand name and the still attractive dividend yield cannot be forgotten.”

Earlier this year Elysium announced plans to open 50 stores abroad and increase 
international profits by 30% over the next three years.  The UK-based retailer is planning 
to open stores in markets such as France, Spain, Poland, and the lucrative Middle East.  
The expansion includes 20 premium brand outlets in Paris and lingerie and beauty stores in 
the Middle East and Spain.  The new expansion move will see a “bricks and clicks” 
approach, with flagship stores backed by an online service at home and in store.

Plans for the future

Elysium’s expansion will continue with the opening of 15 new UK stores in its 
franchising operations over the next few years.  The priority remains in delivering 
quality and innovations to its customers to ensure, as a premium retailer, it offers 
exciting new products from top designer brands.

It will continue to invest heavily in its target markets, but the use of franchising will allow 
it to expand with low risk and high impact on the high street.  It will also expand its 
premium brand stores internationally where markers can be identified, particularly in 
Europe, targeting wealthy areas such as Monaco and the south of France.

SECTION 1 (continued)
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Further information

Exhibit 1 — Elysium.com: facts at a glance

Sales £700m up 
15% for the year

Weekly website 
visits 4.3m up 

5.6%

Mobile and tablet 
sales increase 

87%

Premium brand 
stores 342 up by 

26

“With our new exciting website now fully operational, our customers can now enjoy 
anytime access to our full range of products.  Responding to our customers’ changing 
expectations, we are bringing together the best of our in-store and online shopping 
experiences.  Combining them allows us to offer our customers the full range of products 
at all of our high street branches.”

Exhibit 2 — Key statistics

Group revenue £7.8 billion

General Merchandise revenue £3.9 billion

Premium brand revenue £5.6 billion

UK stores 122

International revenue £0.9 billion

International stores 204

International territories 18

Exhibit 3 — The Gamma Plan: Mission Statement

The Gamma Plan sets out our long term strategy 
to become a environmentally sustainable, 
multichannel retailer on the world stage. It will 
drive how we operate and develop the business 
for years to come.

Inspired —  aim to excite and inspire our customers

Listening — listen actively and act thoughtfully

Integrity — always work to do the right thing

Innovate — aim to improve things for the better for all our stakeholders

Honesty — aim to work in an ethical and honest way with all our stakeholders

 

SECTION 1 (continued)
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The following questions are based on ALL the information provided and on knowledge 
and understanding you have gained whilst studying the Course.

 1. (a)  Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the technology used by Elysium in 
the case study. 

(b) Justify the value of a mission statement, such as Exhibit 3, on Elysium’s 
website. 

(c) From the case study, explain the conflict of interest of Elysium’s stakeholders. 

(d)  (i) Describe the advantages and disadvantages of expanding Elysium outlets 
in the Middle East. 

 (ii) Describe the sources of finance which Elysium could use to fund its 
expansion overseas. 

(e) Explain the benefits of franchising for Elysium. 

(f) Describe the impact of current employment legislation on Elysium. 

(g) Compare the features of two types of decision made by Elysium. 

6
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4
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SECTION 2 — 40 marks

Attempt ALL questions

 1. (a) Describe the benefits of stocking Fair Trade goods. 

(b) Compare job and batch production. 

(c) Discuss the use of quality circles. 

 2. (a) Describe the possible impact of liquidity problems for a business. 

(b) Describe the methods of improving liquidity. 

(c) Justify the use of spreadsheet software for preparing annual accounts. 

 3. (a) Discuss the methods of external recruitment. 

(b) Describe the impact on motivation of different types of leadership. 

(c) Describe the role of ACAS in employee relations. 

 4. (a) Describe the benefits of market research. 

(b) Explain the extension strategies used for a product. 

(c) Discuss the role of the wholesaler. 

[END OF MODEL PAPER]
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SECTION 1

Question Expected Answer(s) Max 
mark

1 a Responses could include the following:

Advantages
•  Website can be accessed 24/7 so may increase sales.
 • Advertisement on the website will be seen by a global audience/4.3 million weekly visitors.
 • Could sell ad space for additional income.
•  Mobile and tablet devices increased in sales by 87%.
 • Mobile devices are convenient for shoppers as they can shop from home without having to 
travel to the store.
 • 3G/wifi allow shopping from any location with a live signal.

Disadvantages
• Customers forced into re-registering with the website.
•  Many customers are not savvy with technology and find it difficult to use/site navigation problems.
•  Websites are expensive to create, upgrade and maintain.
•  Mobile technology requires a live connection/3G/wifi or it cannot connect to online shop.
•  Technical faults result in a loss of sales and profits.

Accept any other suitable response.

6

1 b Responses could include the following:

•  Will be seen by many customers/4.3 million per week and can promote a good image for Elysium.
 • May attract high quality staff during recruitment.
•  Provides direction for staff which can motivate them.
•  Informs shareholders of the firm’s aims and may encourage investment.
•  Used as a marketing tool to increase competitiveness between rivals.
•  Ethical values are stated which can give customers purchasing confidence.

Accept any other suitable response.

2

1 c Responses could include the following:

•  Roland Martin (Chief Executive) can make poor decisions in his favour over the firm’s interest 
which can be costly and incur high risk.

•  Shareholders can vote at the AGM to appoint key directors/influence decision-making.
• Shareholders can sell their shares which may lower the value of the firm.
•  Customers can shop at rival stores lowering Elysium’s income.
• Could complain resulting in more refunds/returns.
•  Retail/equity analysts can negatively report on performance which can impact the reputation of 

the company.

Accept any other suitable response.

4

1 d i Responses could include the following:

Advantages
•  May receive government grants/incentives to locate abroad.
•  Risk is reduced as the company will become larger.
•  Increase in sales and profits from new markets.
•  May be able to exploit economies of scale.
•  Reduced labour costs overseas.

Disadvantages
•  Social differences may require different stock/promotion decisions.
•  Different legislation may limit decision-making.
•  Different taxation rules may require expensive accounting processes.
•  Language barriers make it difficult to communicate effectively.

Accept any other suitable response.

5
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Question Expected Answer(s) Max 
mark

1 d ii Responses could include the following:

•  Selling shares to raise money quickly.
 • A dividend is paid if a profit is made. 
 • A loss of ownership can occur as many shares may be sold affecting decision making in the long 
term.

•  Bank loan is where money is borrowed over a period of time and paid back with interest.
 • Interest rates can be high.
 • Do not need to pay back cash all at once.
 • Instalments help with cash flow and budgeting.

•  Retained profits is surplus cash held back from previous trading periods.
 • No interest or repayment involved.

•  Overdraft allows a company to withdraw funds to an agreed amount.
 • May have higher daily interest/penalty for unplanned withdrawals.
 • Simple to arrange, ie over the phone.
 • Provides fast access to overdraft funds.

•  Commercial mortgage…
•  Grants…
•  Venture capital…
Accept any other suitable response. 

4

1 e Responses could include the following:

•  Quick method of growth because a franchisee enters into an agreement to setup a new outlet.
• Can grow with little investment as the franchisee will often pay a down payment.
•  Provides a source of income as the franchisee will pay a royalty.
•  Ideas can be shared between the franchise owners, making the firm more competitive.
• Risk is shared between the franchiser and the franchisee.

Accept any other suitable response.

3

1 f Responses could include the following:

•  Ensures there is a fair and equal policy within the workplace to prevent discrimination.
 • Have sanctions for internal bullying, harassment and victimisation.
•  Uses an objective selection process such as a panel interview with an external interviewer to 

reduce any bias.
•  Upholds complaints made and investigates any discrimination at work with regard to the nine 

protected characteristics.
•  All staff trained in current employment legislation.
•  Ensures contracts are issued within the time legally specified.
•  Equal payment practices.
•  Ensures the workplace, working conditions and expectations are fair for all.
 • Budget for ramps and railing etc for disability/accessibility.

Accept any other suitable response.

4

1 g Responses could include the following:

Strategic and Tactical
•  Strategic decisions affect the whole of Elysium’s operations, whereas tactical decisions are about 

how to achieve Elysium’s aims.
•  Strategic decisions are made by the Chief Executive/board of directors, whereas a tactical 

decision is made by middle-level management.
•  Strategic decisions are normally made over a long period of time, whereas tactical decisions are 

made on a medium-term basis. 

Operational and…
•  Operational decisions are short-term decisions…
•  Operational decisions are made by all staff/low-level staff…
•  Operational decisions are day-to-day decisions…

Accept any other suitable response.

2
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SECTION 2

Question Expected Answer(s) Max 
mark

1 a Responses could include the following:

•  Stocking Fair Trade goods is seen as ethical, improving the firm’s image.
•  Customers may be willing to pay more so a higher price can be charged.
 • Increases profitability/sales.
•  Customers may be loyal to Fair Trade goods as sales support farmers.
•  Improves social responsibility — farmers will be better paid.

Accept any other suitable response.

2

b Responses could include the following:

•  Job production is labour-intensive, whereas batch production may use more capital-intensive 
processes.

•  Job production allows for unique products to be made, whereas with batch production the entire 
batch must be changed.

•  Job production may be expensive as only one product/service can be done at a time, unlike with 
batch production which can exploit economies of scale.

•  Job production may be more motivating due to the variety of the tasks, unlike batch production 
which may be repetitive.

•  Job production may be able to charge a higher price. 
•  Batch production produces more/better productivity.
•  Batch production means an entire batch is wasted if errors are made.

Accept any other suitable response.

4

c Responses could include the following:

•  Workers and managers meet to discuss improvements in production/service.
•  Allows for idea generation from the workers who do the job.
 • Can improve the quality of work/better output.
•  Workers may see this as a chore and resist/become stressed.
•  Workers can feel valued by participating in decision-making.
 • Less likely to resist changes.
•  Production time may be lost while a quality circle is taking place.

Accept any other suitable response.

4

2 a Responses could include the following:

•  A business may be forced to sell its assets.
•  More susceptible to a takeover/buyout from its competitors.
•  Finance may be needed, incurring debt.
 • Lenders may be less likely to offer finance/funding.
•  Suppliers may be less likely to offer trade credit.
•  Customers may not purchase from the company lowering its sales.
 • Poor reputation means fewer quality candidates apply for posts.
•  Employees may be made redundant.

Accept any other suitable response.

3

b Responses could include the following:

•  Offer discounts to encourage prompt payment from debtors.
•  Offer discounts/promote cash sales to increase sales.
•  Sell any unused assets.
•  Reduce loans by, eg increasing number of investors.
•  Apply for debt factoring.
•  Hire purchase/lease assets.
•  Extended credit, ie on an overdraft/loan.
•  Purchase less from suppliers.
 •   Introduce JIT.
•  Cut internal expenses, eg staff redundancy.

Accept any other suitable response.

4
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Question Expected Answer(s) Max 
mark

c Responses could include the following:

•  Automatically calculates figures in budgets using formulae.
•  Minimises the chance of arithmetical error.
•  Formulae are dynamic and so update automatically, saving time.
•  Charts can be created to compare finances between products.
•  Spreadsheet templates can be setup saving time.
•  Can be easily amended/edited.
•  Can be securely stored with a password.

Accept any other suitable response.

3

3 a Responses could include the following:

•  National newspapers can reach a large/regional audience.
 •   Adverts are only in black and white/grayscale.
 • Decreasing effectiveness due to the increase of online news.
•  Job centres allow for specialist staff to advertise/recruit.
•  Specialist websites can target the required type of candidates.
 • Can be an expensive method of advertising.
•  Apps on smartphones/tablets send notification of new posts to candidates who subscribe.
 • Applications can be done online.
•  Advertisement on the radio can be heard by commuters.
 • Can pay to play at core times, ie between 7 and 9 am.

Accept any other suitable response.

4

b Responses could include the following:

•  Autocratic leadership may lower motivation as staff feel they have no say.
 • However, some staff may respond well to regimented instruction.
•  Participative leadership means staff may feel valued because they are involved.
•  Laissez-Faire leadership may empower staff as they are given freedom over a task.
 • Some staff may feel there is no clear direction and lose motivation.

Accept any other suitable response.

3

c Responses could include the following:

•  Advice: offers advice on matters such as contracts of employment, human resource policies and 
legislation.

•  Conciliation: will intervene, if requested, in a dispute and offer a solution that both parties will 
accept.

•  Arbitration: assesses the problem and recommends a course of action which both parties agree to 
abide by.

Accept any other suitable response.

3

4 a Responses could include the following:

•  Allows an organisation to anticipate changes in consumer taste.
•  Keeps the organisation ahead of its competitors. 
•  Ensures product meets the needs of consumers.
•  Helps identify a gap in the market.
• Produce new products/improve existing ones.
• Finding a unique product can become very profitable.
•  Provides information about the best place to sell the product.
•  Gives information about the price consumers are willing to pay.
•  Helps identify the best way to promote a product.
•  Reduces risk of failure when launching a new product.
•  Products/business promoted at the same time.

Accept any other suitable response.

2

b Responses could include the following:

•  Changing the price, such as lowering it, will attract customers on a lower income to purchase it.
•  Improving the product by creating new features will increase sales.
•  Changing the advertising method means the product will be seen by different people.
•  Change the use for the product which will target a different market segment.
•  Change the packaging therefore making the product more appealing.
•  Change the name/rebrand the product as this will attract new customers.
•  Change the place of sale, eg online which could result in global sales.

Accept any other suitable response.

4
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Question Expected Answer(s) Max 
mark

4 c Responses could include the following:

•  Purchases goods from the manufacturer and adds a mark-up to create a profit.
 • May purchase in bulk and break items down to sell to retailers.
•  Can distribute goods to retailers on behalf of the manufacturer.
 • Saves travel time and fuel costs for the manufacturer.
•  The wholesaler carries the risk of fashion changes.
 • Manufacturer does not have cash tied up in stock if sold to the wholesaler.
•  May label and package goods for the manufacturer.
•  Large orders will be placed as the wholesaler will buy in bulk from the manufacturer.
•  Reduced warehousing and storage required by the manufacturer if stock is sold to the wholesaler 

quickly.

Accept any other suitable response.

4
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